Mahatma Gandhi set before the nation the objective of "wiping every tear from every eye". This literally sums up the more comprehensive and inclusive concept of development that came to be recognized from 1970's as Social Sector. His search for a solution to mass poverty ill literacy and ill health has been recognized as fundamental of Social Sector Development. The essential Gandhian thinking on development was reflected in the objective that Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru outlined for the country in his celebrated "Tryst with Destiny" speech delivered at midnight on August 14, 1947. He said: "The service of India means the ending of poverty and ignorance and disease and inequality of opportunity". Prof. Sen's deeper insight into the development process has now come to be almost universally accepted and has become the basis for policy formulation by the governments of almost all developing countries. Developed countries are also trying to promote this concept of Social Sector Development. The core view is that social sector development provides enhanced capabilities for a nation's manpower, although government's out lay on it's various spheres e.g.
education, health and medical care and nutrition is less than what is required.

Health and Education are social, economic and political issue and above all, a fundamental human right. Equity, ecologically-sustainable Economic development and peace may be obtained by ensuring social sector development which is the essential pre-requisite for human development.

The present study entitled 'FINACING OF SOCIAL SECTOR IN INDIA: UTTAR PRADESH A CASE STUDY' was undertaken with a view to study the economics of social sector financing especially its two components education, health and medical care in Uttar Pradesh. It is evident from the above analysis that 'Social Sector development' is the backbone of human welfare and economic development. The present study of Financing of Social Sector, especially its two components viz., Health and Education has revealed that the financing is not only in adequate but the implementation of the two sector projects face multiplicity of problems these problems have been analyzed at revealant places in the thesis. In view of these problems, suggestions are put forth which may be helpful in enhancing the financial resources required for achieving the Health and Education targets.
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